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Number of path :       (You can put several paths on the same form.)

Your name :        Date of site-visit:  _ _  / _ _  / 2016
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1.  Is the path already indicated on the map?
  yes   no 
  partially  

2.  Can you find the path on the terrain?
  yes   no 
  partially      What do you see instead of the path?
      

3.  Is the path accesible during the whole day?
  yes   no   
        When is the path not accessible? Which are the closing hours/days?
      
        What leads you to that conclusion?
      information sign  acces was denied at the moment of the inventory
      traffic sign  no information available
      other:   

4.  Can you walk down the path in its entire length?
  yes   no   
        Where is the path blocked?
 
        How is the path blocked?
      fence, chain, barrier a building, structure
      prohibition sign  overgrown, insufficient maintenance
      other:   

5.  Is car traffic allowed on the path?
  yes   yes, but not during the whole day
  I do not know  no
        What leads you to that conclusion?
      information sign  traffic sign
      physically inaccessible for cars
      other:   

6.  What kind of surface does the path have (part pedestrians)?
  paved (concrete, asphalt, tiles, flattened cobblestones) semi-paved (gravel, pebbles, dolomite,...)
  unpaved (grass, dirt)     paved (not flat) (convexed cobblestones,...)
  multiple types  

7.  Is the path covered (part pedestrians)? 
  yes   partially   no

8. Is the path located in a park or on a square?
  yes   partially   no

9.  What is the width of the path (part pedestrians)?
  less than 1m   more than 2m
  between 1m and 2m varied

10.  Are there steep slopes or steps on the path?
  yes, steps   yes, a high step
  yes, a slope   no

11.  Is the path constructed or did it form spontaneously?
  constructed   both
  spontaneous   I do not know

INVENTORY
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12.  Is the path accesible for a wheelchair? 
  yes   partially   no
          
13.  Does the road have any of the following facilities?  
  trees, grass zones, green facades   illumination
  view on the water    shops, public services
  public transport stop    bench, resting zones
  pedestrian crossing    other:   

14.  Do you have other comments/remarks concerning the path?
    

15.  Please draw the road and indicate where and in which direction you have taken any photographs (with indication of title,   
 number, ...). If you have noticed any problems or ambiguities please add them here.

Trage Wegen
Thank you for sending or bringing the filled-in form to:
--- Vincent Vanheghe - Trage Wegen vzw - Kasteellaan 349a, 9000 Gent
Scanning and mailing the form is even more convenient! Photos you can send via mail or we-transfer to:
--- vincent.vanheghe@tragewegen.be 
Any questions? Contact Vincent Van Heghe:  09 3315926 - vincent.vanheghe@tragewegen.be 


